ABSTRACT Recently, the unsupervised extreme learning machine (UELM) technique as a nonlinear data mining approach has been employed to diagnose nonlinear process faults. However, during the dimensionality reduction of process observation data, UELM only aims at mining the local structure feature information of process data and lacks of the ability of preserving the global structure analysis of process data, which would perform unsatisfactorily for monitoring nonlinear process. Furthermore, the choice of the optimal number of hidden layer nodes in UELM method is still a challenging problem. To handle these two tough problems, a new fault detection approach on the basis of global preserving unsupervised kernel extreme learning machine (GUKELM) technique is proposed to monitor nonlinear process effectively. In GUKELM technique, the data global structure preserving framework is naturally incorporated into standard UELM to capture the local structure information as well as to preserve the global structure feature information of nonlinear process observation data during the dimensionality reduction. Meanwhile, to tackle the strong nonlinearity of process observation data, the kernel trick is utilized to successfully solve the challenging issue of setting the optimal number of hidden layer nodes. Based on extracted process data low dimensional feature information from GUKELM method, support vector data description algorithm is adopted to construct the monitoring statistic to detect process fault. Finally, the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed process monitoring strategy is illustrated through a numerical nonlinear system and the continuous stirred tank reactor process which is a typical nonlinear process.
I. INTRODUCTION
In order to maintain industrial process safety and enhance product quality, the fault diagnosis techniques are growing more and more importance in monitoring complex industrial process. As a numerous number of industrial process production data are measured and stored automatically, various datadriven multivariate statistical monitoring approaches have
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Giambattista Gruosso. drawn a lot of attentions. Among these approaches, Principal component analysis (PCA) and partial least squares (PLS) have been widely studied and successfully adopted to detect the process faults [1] , [2] . For the purpose of mining the nonlinear characteristics of real industrial process, a number of nonlinear versions of PCA and PLS are developed to detect process abnormal situations, such as neural PCA [3] , kernel PCA [4] and kernel PLS [5] . However, these nonlinear extensions only focus on holding the global feature information of observation data and cannot make use of the detailed local feature information among neighbor samples during the dimensionality reduction of process data.
In recent years, a special single layer feed-forward neural networks (SLFNs), referred to as extreme learning machine (ELM), has been developed as an efficient learning method without an iterative calculation process [6] . ELM method has received increasing interests in the industrial process fault diagnosis research areas. In ELM based methods, the parameters of network hidden layer are randomly determined by the user while the parameters of network output layer are automatically computed. The ELM algorithm transforms original process data into a high-dimensional feature space by the use of nonlinear activation function, therefore, ELM could be regarded as a nonlinear approach that addresses the nonlinear characteristics of the original input data effectively [7] , [8] . However, during the ELM nonlinear mapping stage, an important parameter of ELM algorithm, i.e., the number of hidden layer nodes, is usually selected by experience based on the learning tasks. To deal with the tough issue of determining the optimal number of hidden layer nodes, the kernel trick based ELM extensions [9] - [12] with better generalization performance than the standard ELM method have been studied over the past few years. With the application of the kernel trick, the nonlinear transformation in hidden layer is determined by kernel matrix and only the kernel parameter is needed to be defined in the kernel based ELM algorithms.
The primary target of ELM based methods is designed for supervised learning tasks that greatly limits their applicability. As is known to all, the labeled process data is hard and time-consuming to obtain in the industrial process, however, the lots of unlabeled process data is much easier and cheaper to measure and store. To settle the deficiency of ELM based approaches that lack of the capability of utilizing the collected unlabeled process data, semi-supervised and unsupervised extensions of ELM are developed. Based on the function of non-convex squared loss, Pei et al. [13] developed a robust semi-supervised ELM algorithm to overcome the negative effect of outliers among the collected process data. Liu et al. [14] developed a semi-supervised kernel ELM with robust activation function to reinforce the stability of illposed matrix. Using joint sparse regularization technology to prune the model structure automatically, Luo et al. [15] suggested sparse semi-supervised ELM to achieve more accurate and robust classification. Xie et al. [16] discussed a distributed semi-supervised ELM learning approach to deal with the problem of communication network with the topology changing over time. The performance of another version of semi-supervised ELM for classifying the hyperspectral images is explored in [17] . Under the situation of the labeled process data is unavailable, some unsupervised ELM (UELM) versions have been developed to mine the underlying feature structure information of the industrial processes. Huang et al. [18] discussed an improved UELM algorithm for embedding and clustering by combining manifold regularization technique with standard UELM. For the data clustering task, Peng et al. [19] suggested an UELM approach based on the discriminative analysis to use the local feature information of process data. To deal with the big data problem, Yara and Mariette [20] presented three improved UELM methods on the basis of a distributed learning framework. The UELM based methods are similar to the Laplacian eigenmaps based and spectral clustering based approaches because they all use spectral techniques to perform embedding and clustering and first built an affinity matrix from the input data.
The goal of UELM is to ensure that the closer the two samples in the original space are, the more similar the predictions corresponding to these two samples in the output space of output layer are. From this perspective, UELM can be deemed to be a special type of local structure preserving technology because it only considers the neighbor relationship between different samples in original space. That is to say, UELM, as a nonlinear feature extraction technique, only pays attention to capturing the underlying local feature information of observation data, while it is unable to preserve the important global feature information of observation data. In addition, the optimal number of hidden layer nodes in UELM should be determined beforehand, which is intractable and time-consuming.
According to the aforementioned analysis, a new nonlinear process monitoring approach on the basis of global preserving unsupervised kernel extreme leaning machine (GUKELM) is suggested in our work. The suggested GUKELM algorithm is motivated by introducing global structure analysis technique into UELM method and adopting kernel trick to tackle the challenging issue of determination the optimal number of hidden layer nodes. The optimization objective of GUKELM is designed to capture the local structure feature information as well as to preserve the global structure feature information of observation data. By the means of utilizing kernel trick, the GUKELM optimization is settled by applying generalized eigenvalue decomposition to kernel matrix. In order to monitor the low-dimensional feature information derived from GUKELM, support vector data description (SVDD) is employed to compute a statistic to detect fault based on the distribution of training data. Simulation results obtained on a numerical process and the benchmark continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) process verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the developed monitoring method.
In brief, our work in this paper has three contributions. First and the most important one, to capture both the global and local structure feature information of process data, the global structure analysis technique is integrated into standard UELM algorithm to further enhance the fault detection performance. Secondly, to deal with the tough issue of explicitly choosing the optimal number of hidden layer nodes in UELM approach, the kernel trick is utilized in the proposed method to handle the nonlinearity of process data. Thirdly, SVDD is applied to the low dimensional data features extracted from GUKELM model to construct a monitoring statistic.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The original ELM and standard UELM are introduced in Section II. The proposed GUKELM approach is presented in Section III in details. The GUKELM based process monitoring strategy is shown in Section IV. Section V gives the case studies on a numerical system and a benchmark process. At last, our conclusion is provided in Section VI.
II. ORIGINAL ELM AND STANDARD UELM
In this section, the original ELM and standard UELM are briefly described. They are closely related with our proposed GUKELM method, so we review them first to facilitate introducing GUKELM method.
A. ORIGINAL ELM
Original ELM [21] , [22] is a fast training method for SLFNs and has input layer, output layer and hidden layer with many nonlinear processing nodes. For the dataset {X, Y } =
with N samples, where x i is a n-dimensional data point and y i is a binary vector with only one entry corresponding to the class of x i equal to one, standard SLFNs is modeled as
where L denotes the number of nodes in hidden layer, G(w i · x + b i ) represents an activation function, w i indicates the weight vector that connects input nodes to the i-th hidden node, β i is the weight vector that connects the i-th hidden node to output nodes, b i indicates the bias of the i-th hidden node, o j represents the output of SLFNs. Based on the L nodes in hidden layer, Eq. (1) is reformulated as
where
∈ R L×n o denotes the output matrix of SLFNs, n o is the dimension of output layer. H represents the mapping matrix that transforms the original process data into high-dimensional nonlinear space randomly.
. . .
The original ELM algorithm tends to minimizes the training error O − Y 2 [6] , where Y = [y 1 , · · · , y N ] T ∈ R N ×n o indicates the target matrix of training data. That is, it is assumed that the ELM model has the ability of learning N training data points without residuals, i.e., o i = y i , i = 1, 2, · · · , N . Therefore, we can find the output weight matrix β so that
A notable feature of ELM is that the weights w i and the bias b i could be obtained randomly in the light of continuous probability distribution, such as an uniform distribution on the interval of [−1, 1]. After these two parameters w i and b i are randomly chosen at the beginning of learning in original ELM method, the output weight β of original ELM is calculated as
where H † indicates the Moore-penrose Inverse. Considering the output weights own the smaller norm, the network is inclined to possess the better performance [23] , therefore, the original ELM [22] plans to acquire the smallest training error as well as to obtain the smallest output weights norm, which leads to the following formulation.
Based on Eq. (6), the optimization objective of original ELM is rewritten as
where e i represents the error vector related to the i-th data point and C indicates a penalty coefficient associated with errors.
B. STANDARD UELM
Unsupervised ELM (UELM) is built on the basis of the principle [18] : if data points x i and x j are the neighbor points in space, then the values of conditional probabilities P( y| x i ) and P( y| x j ) must be similar to each other as well. In order to satisfy the above principle, the manifold regularization framework is employed in Eq. (8) .
where w ij represents a weight parameter to inflict a big penalty if large variation occurs in the probabilities P( y| x i ) and P( y| x j ) of the two neighboring points x i and x j . The weight parameter w ij indicates the neighbor relationship between different data points and w ij is set to be nonzero if and only if the samples x i and x j are neighbor points to each. The nonzero value of w ij is usually estimated using Gaussian kernel exp(− x i − x j 2 t) , or simply fixed to 1.
In this way, we get the weight matrix W = [w ij ] to be a sparse symmetric N × N matrix which indicates the local structure feature information of the given observation data.
The Eq. (8) is approximated with the following expression to avoid computing the conditional probability.
whereŷ i andŷ j denote the predicted values associated with data points x i and x j . To simplify the Eq. (9) into a matrix form given as follows.
where Tr(·) denotes the matrix trace andŶ represents the prediction matrix related to matrix X. The matrix L is calculated as L = D − W and the element of the diagonal matrix D is
The standard UELM benefits from manifold regularization principle to make the use of unlabeled data when labeled data are not available. By the means of recomposing the original ELM optimization objective in Eq. (7), the optimization objective function of standard UELM is shown as
where matrix L is constructed based on the unlabeled dataset and λ is the tradeoff parameter. Matrix F denotes the network output and f i is the i-th row of matrix F.
III. GLOBAL PRESERVING UNSUPERVISED KERNEL ELM
Obviously, minimizing the objective function of standard UELM can ensure if data points x i and x j are near neighbors, the corresponding network outputs f i and f j are also near neighbors. However, without the restrained conditions for the faraway data points, standard UELM loses the important variance information of the dataset and it projects these distant input data points to a very small region in the output space. In this way, standard UELM is deemed as a local data structure analysis approach and is unable to mine the important feature information contained by the global structure of the dataset. Besides, determination of the optimal number of nodes in hidden layer for standard UELM according to the learning tasks is intractable and time consuming. GUKELM method is proposed through imposing global structure analysis technique on the optimization of UELM for the purpose of improving the fault detection performance. After the projection of GUKELM, the neighbor samples are still chose in latent space while the distant samples are still faraway in space. Besides, when tackling the nonlinear characteristic of process data, the kernel trick is utilized in GUKELM method to handle the tough issue of choosing the optimal number of hidden nodes.
A. GLOBAL PRESERVING UELM
Given the scaled dataset X = [x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x N ] ∈ R n×N , global structure analysis technique [24] - [27] is integrated into the standard UELM method to seek an output weight matrix β ∈ R L×n o which guarantees that mean square of the Euclidean distance among all the output points is maximized.
We substitute f i = h(x i )β into the objective function (12) and rewrite it as
If we assume
where H denotes the nonlinear feature mapping matrix defined in Eq. (3). Through substituting the constraint condition into the UELM objective function, Eq. (11) is rewritten as
where I L ∈ R L×L is an identity matrix. It can be seen that the standard UELM optimization maintains the local feature information of process data because it only holds local neighbor relationships of input data points. For the application of fault detection, however, a motivation is to preserve both global and local feature information of observation data due to the fact that the global feature information provides the outer shape of process data while the local feature information defines the inner structure of process data [24] - [26] . For the purpose of preserving the maximal process data variance and mining the local structure feature information of neighboring samples, the optimization objective function of global preserving UELM (GUELM) method is to maximize the objective function J Glocal (β) and to minimize the objective function J Local (β) simultaneously.
For the purpose of improving the computational efficiency and enhancing the stability of ELM, β is usually calculated under two different cases [22] : N ≥ L and N < L. Here, the case of N < L is considered, resulting in matrix β with infinite solutions. In order to deal with this issue, matrix β is restricted to be calculated in Eq. (17) .
where A ∈ R N ×n o denotes the loading matrix. Incorporating Eq. (16) with Eq. (17), the following equation is gotten.
The loading matrix A in Eq. (18) is obtained by choosing the eigenvectors corresponding to the first n o smallest eigenvalues in Eq. (19) .
where α j indicates the j-th eigenvector and γ j denotes the j-th eigenvalue. When N < L and H has full row rank, HH T is then invertible. Multiplying both side of Eq. (19) by (HH T ) −1 , we get the generalized eigenvalue decomposition problem of GUELM.
where I N ∈ R N ×N is an identity matrix.
B. GLOBAL PRESERVING UKELM
To overcome the issue of explicitly choosing the optimal number of hidden layer nodes in GUELM method, kernel trick is employed in GUELM method. By applying the kernel function ker(
The kernel function employed in GUKELM is chosen as Gaussian kernel given in Eq. (22) .
where kernel parameter σ can be determined by the user. Then, based on the defined kernel matrix K, the generalized eigenvalue decomposition problem Eq. (20) can be expressed as
After solving the generalized eigenvalue decomposition problem in Eq. (23), we can get generalized eigenvectors α 1 , α 2 , · · · , α n o +1 corresponding to the (n o + 1) smallest eigenvalues γ 1 ≤ γ 2 ≤ · · · ≤ γ n o +1 . Then output weights matrix β is calculated as
The extracted meaningful feature information of the process data matrix X is the output matrix T ∈ R N ×n o of the GUKELM.
Given the test vector x t , the projection vector t t of the test data is estimated as the output vector of the GUKELM.
To guarantee
h(x i ) = 0 in the feature space, mean centering operation is carried out before using Eq. (23) and Eq. (25) which is implemented by replacing matrix K with mean centered matrixK.
where I K indicates the N × N matrix with all the elements equal to 1 N . Before calculating t t according to Eq. (26), the test kernel vector k t is also mean centered in Eq. (28).
where K and I K are the matrices given in Eq. (27) and
IV. THE GUKELM BASED NONLINEAR PROCESS FAULT DETECTION A. BUILDING THE MONITORING STATISTIC BASED ON SVDD ALGORITH
Support vector data description (SVDD) is originally developed in [28] to seek a minimum volume hyper-sphere boundary to contain most of the training data points. SVDD has gained great attentions in the research of one class classification [29] , outlier detection [30] and process monitoring [31] . In this paper, SVDD is adopted to construct a monitor statistic for GUKELM.
To model nonlinear process data, SVDD first maps process data from original space to a high-dimensional feature space by the means of a nonlinear mapping function (·). After that, a minimum volume hyper-sphere is estimated to cover most of the data points. For the extracted feature information T = [t 1 , t 2 , · · · , t N ] of the GUKELM model, SVDD is employed in Eq. (29) to calculate a hyper-sphere with the minimum volume.
where b indicates the hyper-sphere center, C s determines the weighting factor between hyper-sphere volume and errors. ξ i represents the slack variable permitting some training data points are wrongly classified. The Lagrange expression of Eq. (29) is constructed as
where β i and ρ i denote Lagrange multipliers. By the means of settling partial derivatives equations, Eq. (31) is achieved.
The dual form of SVDD optimization objective is formulated as
where ker(t i , t j ) = (t i ), (t j ) is also chosen as Gaussian kernel function defined in Eq. (22) . The hyper-sphere center b is calculated on the basis of the optimization objective in Eq. (32) . In order to monitor the test vector x t , the Euclidean distance between its projection vector t t to the hyper-sphere center is estimated as a fault detection statistic.
The Euclidean distance between the hyper-sphere center b and any support vector on the hyper-sphere boundary is defined as the confidence limit D limit . If D ≤ D limit , then the test point x t is under normal operating condition. Otherwise, the test point x t is regarded as a fault sample. 
B. FAULT DETECTION STRATEGY BASED ON GUKELM METHOD
The GUKELM based nonlinear process monitoring strategy has two stages: the off-line modeling stage and the on-line detection stage, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . During the off-line modeling stage, after GUKELM model is constructed based on the normal operating data, the confidence limit is computed by applying SVDD to estimate the distribution of the dimension reduced normal operating data. In the on-line detection stage, a new test data is gathered and the corresponding statistic D is calculated to detect process fault. The detailed process monitoring scheme based on GUKLEM is described in details as follows.
• The off-line modeling stage (1) Collect training dataset and normalize it to obtain the scaled normal operating dataset X. (25) by substituting matrix K with matrixK and apply SVDD on the matrix T to calculate the confidence limit D limit of the fault detection statistic.
• The on-line detection stage (1) Collect a new observed vector x t and scale it using mean and standard deviation of training dataset. 
V. CASE STUDIES
Two case studies are adopted to estimate the fault detection performance of GUKELM based monitoring approach. One case study is a numerical nonlinear system, and the other one is the continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) process which is a well-known nonlinear process. In these two case studies, the process monitoring performance of GUKELM based monitoring approach is contrasted with standard UELM method and KPCA method. Notice that the standard UELM algorithm has not been used to detect process fault before. In order to detect fault using standard UELM method, we also apply SVDD method to construct D monitoring statistic in the same way as used in GUKELM method based on the feature information extracted from standard UELM model.
A. Case STUDY ON A NUMERICAL NONLINEAR SYSTEM
To verify the effectiveness of GUKELM based process monitoring method, a numerical nonlinear system which involves three monitored process variables is first employed. The math description of the numerical nonlinear system is given in Eq. (34), which is an extension of the numerical nonlinear system discussed in [32] and [33] .
where e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ∈ N (0, 0.01) are the noise variables and t denotes the random variable sampled uniformly form [0, 2]. The output variables [x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ] are the process variables monitored in this numerical nonlinear system. Normal operating dataset comprising 300 samples is generated according to Eq. (34) to construct reference dataset. A fault pattern is added to produce test dataset also containing 300 samples, which is simulated as: variable x 1 is increased from sample 51 by adding 0.05 × (k − 50) to the previous sample until the end of simulation. For GUKELM method, the kernel function is set as Gaussian kernel and kernel parameter σ is selected as 100. The dimension of output space n o is selected as 8 in GUKELM method. For a fair comparison, in KPCA method, the kernel function is also set as Gaussian kernel and kernel parameter is also set to 100. For KPCA, the principal components containing at least 95% variance of normal operating data is retained and the alarm thresholds are determined using normal operating data with 99% confidence level. For UELM method, the number of nodes L in hidden layer is set to be 800 and the activation function is determined as Sigmoid function. The dimension of output space is also selected as 8. For both GUKLEM method and UELM method, the tradeoff parameter λ is determined as 10 3 . For the three monitoring methods, the percentage of fault samples going beyond confidence limits over the total real fault samples is calculated as the fault detection rate. For the purpose of decreasing false alarms, if and only if consecutive three samples go beyond the confidence limits, a fault is supposed to be alerted. And the fault detection time is deemed as the first number of these consecutive three fault samples.
The fault detection charts of KPCA, UELM and GUKELM methods for the simulated ramp fault are illustrated in Fig. 2 . To make the comparison of these three methods, the monitoring statistics of KPCA, UELM and GUKELM are taken denary logarithm operation when the fault detection charts are plotted. Fig. 2(a) shows that KPCA T 2 statistic gives an alarm of the process fault at the 76-th sample and the SPE statistic warns of the process fault at the 74-th sample. UELM achieves a better fault detection result as plotted in Fig. 2(b) , which indicates that the D statistics detects the fault at the 70-th samples. The fault detection results of GUKELM is illustrated in Fig. 2(c) . It shows that GUKELM D statistic gives an alarm of the fault at the 59-th samples. Hence, GUKELM is the most sensitive method to the simulated fault among the three methods. The fault detection times and fault detection rates of KPCA, UELM and GUKELM for the added process fault are given in Table 1 . As shown in Table 1 , the fault detection rates of GUKELM D statistic is the highest among the three methods, to be specific, it is 96.8%. To summarize, the case study demonstrates the superiority of GUKELM over KPCA and UELM methods in terms of process monitoring performance. 
B. CASE STUDY ON THE CSTR PROCESS
The GUKELM method, KPCA method and UELM method are applied to the CSTR process illustrated in Fig. 3 the exothermic reaction. Operating personnel can manipulate the coolant flow to control the temperature of reactor and manipulate the outlet flow to control the level. Ten process variables added with Gaussian measurement noise are stored as monitoring variables. 900 normal samples are generated to construct the training dataset. Seven fault patterns listed in Table 2 are added to the CSTR process at the 201-th observation, each of which also has 900 observations. For GUKELM method, the kernel function is chosen as Gaussian kernel and the parameter σ is selected as 400. The dimension of output space n o is selected as 10 in GUKELM method. For a fair comparison, in KPCA method, the kernel function is also chosen as Gaussian kernel and kernel parameter is also set to be 400. For KPCA, the principal components containing at least 95% variance of normal operating data is retained and the alarm thresholds are determined using normal operating data with 99% confidence level. For UELM method, the number of nodes L in hidden layer is set to be 1000 and the activation function is determined as Sigmoid function. The dimension of output space is also selected as 10. For both GUKLEM method and UELM method, the tradeoff parameter λ is determined as 10 6 . For the three monitoring methods, the percentage of fault samples going beyond confidence limits over the total real fault samples is calculated as the fault detection rate. For the purpose of decreasing false alarms, if and only if consecutive five samples go beyond the confidence limits, a fault is supposed to be alerted. And the fault detection time is deemed as the first number of these consecutive five fault samples.
The fault detection results for fault F4, F6 and F7 are utilized to illustrate the feasibility and effectiveness of the GUKELM based monitoring scheme. For the purpose of convenient comparison, the monitoring statistics of UELM and GUKELM in monitoring charts are taken denary logarithm operation. The fault detection charts for fault F4 of the three approaches are plotted in Fig. 4 . From the monitoring charts, we can see that the three methods can all detect fault F4 at the 201-th sample where the fault is added to the CSTR process, so the fault detection rate of these three approaches are all equal to 100%. However, under the normal operating condition, the ULEM method brings some false alarming samples, which results in an unsatisfying process monitoring performance.
The process monitoring charts of the three approaches under fault F6 which involves the feed temperature ramps up are plotted in Fig. 5 . We can find from Fig. 5 (a) that KPCA T 2 statistic gives an alarm of fault F6 at the 381-th sample and KPCA SPE statistic exceeds the confidence limit at the 266-th sample. For the monitoring chart of UELM method shown in Fig. 5(b) , the fault is found at the 218-th sample by UELM D statistic. However, before the fault is introduced, the false alarming rate is much high for UELM D statistic. In Fig 5(c) , GUKELM D statistic exceeds corresponding confidence limit at the 204-th sample, whose fault detection rate is 97.55%. On the basis of the monitoring results for fault F6, the GUKELM based fault detection scheme is much faster and more effective to alert fault F6 than KPCA and UELM based methods.
Fault F7 which is associated with the coolant feed temperature ramps up is also used to verify the process monitoring approaches. In Fig. 6 (a), KPCA T 2 statistic gives an alarm of the fault at the 381-th sample and KPCA SPE chart detects the fault at the 340-th sample. Although the result of UELM given in Fig. 6(b) indicates the fault at the 289-th sample, the D statistic varies around the confidence limit during normal operating state which generates many false alarming samples. Different from the monitoring result of UELM method, the D statistic of GUKELM method reacts more quickly to the introduced fault because it exceeds confidence limit after the 250-th sample and the fault detection rate is 90.66% (see Fig. 6(c) ). This again certifies the effectiveness of the GUKELM based monitoring approach over the KPCA and UELM based approaches. The process monitoring performance of KPCA, UELM and GUKELM for seven fault patterns is investigated and the obtained monitoring results are given in Table 3 and  Table 4 . As shown in Table 3 , the three approaches detect step-change faults F3 and F4 immediately. Different form the faults F3 and F4, the ramp faults F1, F2, F5, F6 and F7 are difficult to monitor because of the slowly varying parameters. The proposed GUKELM based monitoring scheme obtains much faster fault detection time than KPCA and UELM based methods for monitoring these troublesome ramp faults. The fault detection times given in Table 3 clearly reveal the effectiveness of GUKELM in terms of shortening fault detection delay for troublesome ramp faults F1, F2, F5, F6 and F7. As can be seen from Table 4 , all the three monitoring approaches obtain 100% fault detection rates for step-change faults F3 and F4. For the troublesome ramp faults F1, F2, F5, F6 and F7, the GUKELM based monitoring approach achieves much higher fault detection rates than KPCA and standard UELM based approaches. To make a more intuitive comparison, the average fault detection rates of the three monitoring methods for the faults F1, F2, F5, F6 and F7 are provided in Fig. 7 . The average fault detection rates given in Fig. 7 further manifest the effective performance of GUKELM over KPCA and UELM.
VI. CONCLUSION
A new nonlinear process monitoring scheme on the basis of GUKELM algorithm is developed in our work. In GUKELM algorithm, the data global structure analysis technique is first integrated into local optimization objective function of UELM algorithm to construct the GUELM model. Furthermore, for the purpose of mining the nonlinear property of process data, kernel trick is utilized to avert the troublesome problem of determining the optimal number of hidden layer nodes in standard UELM method. After the global and local structure feature information of the nonlinear observation data is extracted by GUKELM model, SVDD is adopted to derive statistic for fault detection. The simulation results of the numerical nonlinear system and the benchmark CSTR process manifest that GUKELM based method outperforms both KPCA based and standard UELM based methods significantly for monitoring the nonlinear process.
